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regression analysis describes the dependency of random variables in the form of a functional
relationship. One distinguishes between the dependent response variable and one or more
independent influence variables. There is a variety of model classes and inference methods
available, ranging from the conventional linear regression model up to recent non- and
semiparametric regression models. The so-called generalized regression models form a
methodically consistent framework incorporating many regression approaches with response
variables that are not necessarily normally distributed, including the conventional linear regression
model based on the normal distribution assumption as a special case. When repeated
measurements are modeled in addition to fixed effects also random effects or coefficients can be
included. Such models are known as Random Effects Models or Mixed Models. As a consequence,
regression procedures are applicable extremely versatile and consider very different problems. In
this dissertation regularization techniques for generalized mixed models are developed that are
able to perform variable selection. These techniques are especially appropriate when many
potential influence variables are present and existing approaches tend to fail. First of all a
componentwise boosting technique for generalized linear mixed models is...
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